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A MILES TONE . . .

Friends,
Milestones mark where we
have been and give us opportunity to reflect on where we
are going. They help us measure progress and strengthen
our resolve. They remind us
that our efforts are not in
vain.
This month marks just one
such milestone: the one year
anniversary of the launching
of Justice For Youth. HAPPY
BIRTHDAY JFY!
As we look back over the past
12 months, here are just a
few progress reports that
should encourage us all…
In the city of Orthei,
Moldova, we participated in a
city wide anti-trafficking campaign that reached over
11,000 young people Read
more HERE
The official launch of our
poster & seminar program in

Moldova, focused on reaching at risk young people in
the schools. Read more HERE

JFY exists to bring hope to

The launching of three
websites:

the world victimized by

Mother site—-HERE

human trafficking, poverty,

Advocacy site—HERE

homelessness, HIV/AIDS

Mission team site—-HERE

or other life threatening

children and youth around

diseases.

The launching of our Car
Donation Program. Read
more HERE

families in Western Africa.

As well as our Starion Energy Program. Read more
HERE

We are conducting two JFY
field trips this summer: Australia and London!

We have established a
wide network of relationships
which include the Benedictine Schools in the United
States, a Plant A Pre-school
program in the former Soviet
Union, a student body (and
dedicated teacher) in Thailand, a mission worker in
China, and an organization
that reaches at risk youth and

Finally, just a few days ago
we received an email that
was icing on our birthday
cake from Sharon Robertson,
a school teacher in Thailand.
Her email is Below.
Yours For This Generation,

Justice

E MAI L : A P LATOON OF YOUNG ABO LITIONISTS STAND TALL FOR JFY...
“Dear JFY,
We have so far organised 4 fund raising events with
hopefully more to
follow between now
and July. We have a
sponsored swim, a
charity car and motorbike wash, a
school fair and a
sponsored no uniform
day. We are a small
school in Koh Samui
so are planning several events
in order to maximise
the amount of money
we raise.
I plan to download

Justice For Youth
http://justiceforyouth.org
justice@justiceforyoutth.org

some of your posters
to display around
school...I am in the
process of contacting the island's 2
English language
newspapers to advertise our events and
would like to mention Justice for
Youth in any articles/interviews we
have. Would this be
acceptable to your
organization? I
also would like to
point out that I
found out about your
organisation through
the CNN Freedom Project.

Our first event, the
sponsored swim, will
be held on 16th March.
I will send you photographs and any further
information I have
following the event.
My students are really
fired up about these
ideas so I look forward to very positive
support from parents
and businesses around
the island.
Kind regards,
Sharon Robertson,
Panyadee, The British
School of Samui,
Koh Samui,
Thailand”

I have a dream...
“I would love to see modern
day slavery reduced to a low
percentage in Eastern Europe
with strict laws enforced for
offenders. I would also like to
see this campaign be so in the
forefront of society that it
becomes no longer a secret
and ill-informed social evil. Of
course, I would also like to see
hope for orphaned children
through quality homes, new
families and innovative education that prepares them not
just for life but for success in
life!
I would like to see a lot of
things and I do believe that
millions of children and youth
will be influenced by our projects— but I would also do all
of this for just one child if I
knew we could save that child
from the horror of trafficking,
a life-long battle with HIV/
AIDS, a homeless childhood
or the damaging effects of
poverty!”
JFY FOUNDER KELLY H.

